Wiring 101 diagrams

Residential electrical wiring systems start with the utility's power lines and equipment that
provide power to the home, known collectively as the service entrance. The power is run
through an electric meter , which records how much energy is used in the home and is the basis
for the monthly electric bill. In general, the utility company's jurisdiction stops with the meter.
After that point, all of the electrical equipment is the homeowner's responsibility. The service
entrance is the equipment that brings electrical power to the home. Most residential service
includes three wires: two cables carrying volts each for a total of volts and one grounded
neutral wire. If the cables are hung overhead, they are collectively called a service drop. If they
are routed underground, they are known as a service lateral. A service drop connects to the
home at a service head, or weather head, on the roof or exterior wall of the house. Once the
power reaches the house via the service drop or service lateral cables, it passes through the
electric meter , which may be mounted on an exterior wall or may be located inside the home's
breaker box. The meter records all electricity used by the home, measured in kilowatt-hours, or
kWh. A watt light bulb burning for 10 hours uses 1 kWh of electricity. Meters may be analog or
digital type, although most new meters are digital and can be read remotely by the utility
company. The main service panel, commonly known as the breaker box or circuit breaker panel,
distributes power to all circuits throughout the building. Each circuit has a breaker that can shut
itself off in the event of a short circuit or overload to cut power to the circuit. Old homes may
have fuses instead of breakers. Fuses are just as effective as breakers, but most new panels
today use breakers instead of fuses. It is important to note that power coming from the service
lines to the electric meter , and then to the main service panel, is always live. Before working on
these areas the power company must shut off the power. The power going out of the panel to
the household circuits can be shut off by the main breaker in the service panel, but the power
coming into the panel is not affected by the main breaker. An electrical box is a plastic or metal
box used to connect wires and install devices such as switches, receptacles outlets , and
fixtures. An electrical box is almost always required for mounting devices and for housing
wiring splices. Boxes come in many different sizes and several different shapes. A box must be
sized appropriately for the number and size of wires entering the box. Metal electrical boxes
must be grounded to the home's grounding system; plastic boxes do not need grounding
because they are nonconductive. Each electrical circuit contains at least one "hot" wire that
carries the electrical current from the service panel to the circuit devices and a neutral wire that
carries current back to the service panel. Hot wires typically are black or red but can be other
colors. Neutral wires typically are white. In some circuits, the neutral wire is used as a hot wire
and the circuit has no dedicated neutral. An electrical ground is a safety system that provides a
safe path for electricity to follow in the event of a short circuit, electrical surge, or other safety
or fire hazard. In modern home wiring systems, each circuit has its own ground wire that leads
back to the service panel. After the panel, the ground system terminates at a ground rod driven
into soil or to another ground conductor where electricity is safely dissipated into the earth.
Older homes may have ground systems that rely on metal electrical boxes, metal conduit which
houses wiring , and metal water pipes. Construction Projects. Full Bio Follow Linkedin. Juan
Rodriguez is a former writer with The Balance who covered large-scale construction. He is an
engineer with experience managing and overseeing large civil works construction. Read The
Balance's editorial policies. Continue Reading. A wiring diagram is a simple visual
representation of the physical connections and physical layout of an electrical system or circuit.
It shows how the electrical wires are interconnected and can also show where fixtures and
components may be connected to the system. Use wiring diagrams to assist in building or
manufacturing the circuit or electronic device. They are also useful for making repairs. For
example, a home builder will want to confirm the physical location of electrical outlets and light
fixtures using a wiring diagram to avoid costly mistakes and building code violations.
SmartDraw comes with pre-made wiring diagram templates. Customize hundreds of electrical
symbols and quickly drop them into your wiring diagram. Special control handles around each
symbol allow you to quickly resize or rotate them as necessary. To draw a wire, simply click on
the Draw Lines option on the left hand side of the drawing area. If you right click on a line, you
can change the line's color or thickness and add or remove arrowheads as necessary. Drag a
symbol onto the line and it will insert itself and snap into place. Once connected, it will remain
connected even if you move the wire. If you need additional symbols, click the arrow next to the
visible library to bring up a drop down menu and select More. You'll be able to search for
additional symbols and open any relevant libraries. You can also change the size and shape of
your line hops. Select Show Dimensions to show the length of your wires or size of your
component. Click here to read SmartDraw's complete tutorial on how to draw circuit diagrams
and other electrical diagrams. A schematic shows the plan and function for an electrical circuit,
but is not concerned with the physical layout of the wires. Wiring diagrams show how the wires

are connected and where they should located in the actual device, as well as the physical
connections between all the components. Unlike a pictorial diagram, a wiring diagram uses
abstract or simplified shapes and lines to show components. Pictorial diagrams are often
photos with labels or highly-detailed drawings of the physical components. Most symbols used
on a wiring diagram look like abstract versions of the real objects they represent. For example,
a switch will be a break in the line with a line at an angle to the wire, much like a light switch you
can flip on and off. A resistor will be represented with a series of squiggles symbolizing the
restriction of current flow. An antenna is a straight line with three small lines branching off at its
end, much like a real antenna. Browse SmartDraw's entire collection of wiring diagram
examples and templates. Learn More. Wiring Diagram What is a Wiring Diagram? When and
How to Use a Wiring Diagram Use wiring diagrams to assist in building or manufacturing the
circuit or electronic device. DIY enthusiasts use wiring diagrams but they are also common in
home building and auto repair. Sign up for SmartDraw Free. Start Now. Wiring Diagram - Auto.
Wiring Diagram. More info Wiring diagram software Circuit diagram maker Schematic diagram
software Patent drawing software Technical drawing software Electrical symbols CAD drawing
software Mechanical drawing software. By continuing to use the website, you consent to the
use of cookies. Read More. Follow Us. The important components of typical home electrical
wiring including code information and optional circuit considerations are explained as we look
at each area of the home as it is being wired. The home electrical wiring diagrams start from this
main plan of an actual home which was recently wired and is in the final stages. These links will
take you to the typical areas of a home where you will find the electrical codes and
considerations needed when taking on a home wiring project. A Series of Articles about How to
Install Home Electrical Wiring Your home electrical wiring diagrams should reflect code
requirements which help you enjoy lower energy bills when you implement energy efficiency
into your the electrical project design. Wiring Diagrams, Device Locations and Circuit Planning
A typical set of house plans shows the electrical symbols that have been located on the floor
plan but do not provide any wiring details. It is up to the electrician to examine the total
electrical requirements of the home especially where specific devices are to be located in each
area and then decide how to plan the circuits. The installation of the electrical wiring will
depend on the type of structure and construction methods being used. For example, a stick
frame home consisting of standard wood framing will be wired differently than a SIP or
Structured Insulated Panel home because of access restrictions. This electrical wiring project is
a two story home with a split electrical service which gives the owner the ability to install a
private electrical utility meter and charge a renter for their electrical usage. Due to the
separation between floor and the rental possibility this project was just like wiring two homes
because there were separate services for furnaces, air conditioners etc. What has caused
several outlets to stop working? How should I install electrical wiring inside the walls of my
home? Installing Electrical Wiring around Obstacles inside the walls and ceilings. Ask a
Question! Home Electrical Wiring Blueprint and Layout. Adding Electrical Wiring in the Home
How should I install electrical wiring inside the walls of my home? See more at the Electrical
Questions Category Listing. Do You Need Electrical Help? Your home electrical wiring diagrams
should reflect code requirements which help you enjoy lower energy bills when you implement
energy efficiency into your the electrical project design. Beautiful additions and upgrades to
your home may increase the value, while providing tax incentives for you as you carefully plan
your home electrical wiring diagrams. Code requirements along with energy efficient
specifications can enhance your energy saving design and provide safety features to protect
you and your family while enjoying your home project. Basic Home Wiring Diagrams Fully
explained home electrical wiring diagrams with pictures including an actual set of house plans
that I used to wire a new home. Wiring a Range Power Cord Electric Range Installation with a
typical Volt electric power cord wiring system for 3-wire and 4-wire configurations. Home
Improvement Electrical Considerations When planning a home improvement project of any size
special attention should be given to the electrical systems. Replacing worn out outlets and
switches will help, but look at your options for higher efficiency lighting and code upgrades too.
Helping You Wire it Right. Estimated Time: Depends on personal level experience, ability to
work with tools, install electrical circuit wiring, and the available access to the project area.
Electrical Safety: Identify the panel circuits found in the project area, turn them OFF and Tag
them with a Note before working with the electrical wiring. Electrical Wiring Pa
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rts and Materials: Electrical parts and materials for home wiring projects should be approved

for the specific project and compliant with local and national electrical codes. Electrical Codes
and Inspections: Installing additional home electrical wiring should be done according to local
and national electrical codes with a permit and be inspected. Recent Testimonials I think your
site offers the the clearest and best electrical information for homeowners I have ever seen on
the net. You have given me confidence to do my own projects which I never had before. Paul,
from Foxboro, Massachusetts I wish I found this site earlier, it is by far the best electrical related
resource I have found on the web. George, from Scranton, Pennsylvania I love this site for an
office worker that does not know anything about electric wiring. Collin, from Grand Rapids,
Michigan Thank you for answering my question. I was able to get this done. This site is perfect. I
am glad I found it. Please keep it going.

